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Abstract
A review of geometrically confned 180 head-to-head domain walls is presented. The spin
structures of head-to-head domain walls are systematically determined by direct imaging and
magnetotransport, and quantitative domain wall type phase diagrams are obtained and compared
with available theoretical predictions and micromagnetic simulations. Discrepancies to the
experiment are explained by taking into account thermal excitations, and thermally-induced
domain wall type transformations are observed. The coupling bet\veen domain walls via the
stray f eld leads to changes in the wall spin structure and the stray f eld intensity from a wall is
found to decrease as 1/ r with distance. Using the measured stray I' eld values. the energy
barrier height distribution for the nucleation of a vortex core is obtained. The pinning behaviour
of domain walls at geometrical variations is discussed in detail and direct quantitative
mcasurements of the width and depth of attractive potential wells responsible for the pinning
are givcn. Dynamic measurements of resonant ,vall oscillations yield the exact shape of the
potential well. Finally the domain wall propagation due to feld and current is briefy discussed.
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1. Introduction
Recently the physics of surfaces, intertaces and nanostructures
has become one ofthe major areas ofreseareh, due to the trend
in science and tcchnology towards miniaturization of physical
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systems into the nanoscalc. From thc scientifc vicvvpoint, such
systems pose a whole nev·; set of problems, both theoretical
and experimcntal. Fundamentally, novel properties emerge in
magnetic elements as the lateral structure dimensions become
comparable to or smaller than certain characteristic length
scales, such as spin diffusion length, carrier mean free path,
magnetic exchange length, domain wall width. elc. The
effects of the governing energy terms determine the interplay
between the relevant physical length scales and the sizes of the
structured materials.
When the geometry changes li'om the bulk to the
nanoscale, the magnetic properties of ferromagnetic elements
start to be governed by the element geometry and not only
by the intrinsic materials properties. Such behaviour and
in particular the magnetization conf gurations and reversal in
small magnetic clements have been reviewed in detail for
instance in [I, 2]. Such a strong dependence on the geometry
allows one then to tailor the magnetization confguration and
spin switching by appropriately engineering the geometry.
The magnetization conf guration that constitutes the lowest
energy state in a small magnetic structure can for instance
be set to a multidomain state with domain walls. since the
dipolar interaction (stray l' eld) leads to the magnetization
bcing parallel to the element edges, \yhich then results in a
very reproducible and controllable spatially inhomogeneous
magnetization distribution (domain conf guration) [I].
Domain walls. which constitute the boundary between
domains. have been intensively researched in the past though
with a focus on the domain wall types that occur in the bulk
or in continuous f1ms. The most prominent examples are the
Bloch and the Neel wall types. which occur in continuous thin
Ii ms [1-·-5]. A thorough overview of such domain walls is
given in [2].
In patterned magnetic structures, novel domain wall types
emerge, when the wall spin structures start to be dominated by
the geometry rather than by the intrinsic materials properties.
This is particularly true for soft magnetic materials (and to
some extent also for polycrystalline hard magnetic structures),
where the effects of magnetocrystalline anisotropy and other
material-dependent anisotropies are small and the element
shape governs the domain wall spin structures. In soft magnetic
nanostructures, the stray f eld energy leads to an alignment of
the magnetization with the edges of the structures, in order to
minimize the stray feld. Thus, in elongated elements, such
as wires, etc, the magnetization points along the long axis of
the element and most often such a (quasi-)monodomain state
constitutcs the lowest energy magnetization conf guration [I].
If such a structure is not in a monodomain state, say, for
instance, two domains with opposite direction cxist (see
fgure I (a», a 180 0 head-to-head domain wall has to be present
in between the domains (dotted line in fgure I (a».
Theoretically, the different types of domain walls that
occur in such soft magnetic wire structures have been reviewed
by Thiaville in [6]. It was found that depending on the ratio
between width Wand thickness t (see fgure I (a». di1lerent
types of domain walls occur.
For the case that the width and thickness are similar
(e.g. with a circular or square cross section, t ;:::: W, which is
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----~ ..... -------~-Figure l. (a) Schematic ofa magnetic wire with two domains
pointing in opposite directions (red and blue arrows) and a dOlllain
wall (dotted line) separating the domains. The length of the wire is
along the x-direction,. the width W along the y-direction and the
thickness t along the z-direction Top view (x-y plane) ofthe spin
structure of a transverse head-to-head domain wall (b) and a vortex
hcad-to-head domain wall (c).

called a wire in [6]) distinct domain wall types occur as detailed
in [6]. Whilst techniques exist to fabricate such wires [7], they
are diff cult to make using conventional lithography (electron
beam, optical, etc). Furthermore the direct imaging of domain
and domain wall spin structures is difT cult due to the fact that
the magnetization is often inhomogeneous across the wire.
We will concentrate therefore on 'fat' structures where
the thickness is smaller than the width (t < W « length)
and in such elements well-defned domain \vall spin structures
(some of which differ from the ones occurring in square or
round cross section wires) are present. In the literature, such
an elongated fat structure is also mostly called a 'wire' and we
,viii use this terminology since there is no danger of confusing
this with 'wires' with a circular cross section (which we do not
treat here). We note though, that our 'fat' geometry (t < W)
is called 'strip' in [6].
Domain walls in such fat wires have become the focus of
intense research recently for a number of reasons. Such domain
walls behave as quasi-particles. which can be manipulated for
instance by external magnetic J1e ds, spin-polarized currents
In particular the latter,
and variations in the geometry.
namely variations in the geometry by introducing constrictions
and protrusions, yields a potential landscape, in vvhich a
quasi-particle wall can move. For elevated temperatures and
large walls, the behaviour can be described within classical
limits and can thus be modelled with c1assicalmicromagnetie
techniques and the wall dynamics is often governed by thermal
activation. At low temperatures and if a small number of spins
are present. quantum behaviour such as quantum tunnelling of
walls has been predicted [8] and for certain wall types, this has
also been observed experimentally [9].
External magnetic f elds have been used conventionally
to displace walls, and wall depinning l' elds and velocities
have been detcrmined [10-15]. Rather than using f elds,
currents have been shown recently to be able to displace
walls [16-·18]. In general the interaction of domain walls
with spin-polarized currents has become the focus of research
in the past few years and from this interaction domain wall
magnetoresistance results, where electrons are scattered fi'om
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domain walls leading to a changc of rcsistance [19-25]. I-Jerc
a detailed knovvledge of the domain wall spin structures is
necessary. since thc effects have been predicted to depend on
the wall spin structure, in particular the wall width [19, 24].
The inverse effect, namely the infl encc of spin-polarized
charge carriers on the domain wall leads to current-induced
domain wall motion (CIOM) induced by electrons impinging
on a domain wall. The underlying spin torque effect has been
the subjcct of rising intcrest, and critical current dcnsities as
,veIl as domain wall velocities have been measured [16-18 j.
Whilc there arc a large number of theoretical trcatmcnts,
agrccmcnt between experiment and theory is often poor and
only a basic understanding exists so far [26-28]. Due to
the high currcnt densities involved in this f eld of research,
temperature and heating effects playa key role [29-32]; in
particular, thc wall spin structure was predicted to dcpend on
temperature [31, 33, 34].
Thus the resistivity of a domain wall, its mobility, the
depinning f elds and critical propagation currents due to the
spin torque effect depend critically on the \vall spin structure,
which serves as a motivation to study these wall spin structures
in detail.
In addition to fundamental physical aspects, domain
walls have also been suggested for a range of applications.
Sensing magnetic fie ds by domain wall displacement has
been suggested [35] but domain walls have most prominently
been proposed for logic and storage. Logic based on domain
walls has been extensively researched and the necessary logic
functions, such as NOT, AND and other gatcs havc becn
devcloped [36, 37]. For storage applications, domains and
domain walls have been cnvisaged as bits, which are moved by
current-induccd domain wall motion for instance in a racetrack
dcvice [38,39] or by feld-induced wall motion [40].

spin-polarized scanning tunnelling microscopy. scanning Hal I
microscopy, etc). magneto-optical techniques (MOKE). x-ray
and electron microscopy techniqucs. Introductory overviews
can be found in [!, 2] and more detailed descriptions of the
techniques can bc found in various articlcs in [47]. The tcchniques used most extensively for the measurements in this
review arc x-ray magnetic circular dichroism photoemission
electron microscopy (XMCD-PEEM) [48,49]. electron holography [50, 51] and Fresnel imaging [52]. A very versatile, albeit more indirect method is magnetotransport, i.e. using magnetorcsistive effects to determine domain wall properties [21].
In this review, we frst treat the wall types and the
energctics that lead to the wall spin structure formation and the
resulting wall widths. Then the interaction between domain
walls is studied including direct determination of the stray
feld coupling. Next the infuence of geometrical variations
leading to pinning sites for domain walls is investigated and
the potential landscapes are ascertained. Finally the domain
wall dynamics due to f elds and currents are briefy reviewed.

3. Domain wall types and wall phase diagrams
3.1. Theory of head-to-head domain wall spin structures
To understand theoretically the domain wall types and their
spin structures, we need to brietl consider the energy terms
that lead to the wall t()l"mation. The wall spin structure
is a result of the energy minimization process (to be more
precise the minimization of the appropriate thermodynamic
potential, which is usually the Landau t!'ce energy (though
onen entropy effects are neglected and only the internal
energy is considered) [I, 53]). Without any externally applied
f elds and since we neglect anisotropies, the two important
energy terms are the exchange energy. which is at the heart
of ferromagnetism, and the stray f eld energy due to thc
dipolar interaction of the spins. Qualitatively this means that
if the exchange dominates, the wall should be vcry wide,
so that there is only a small angle between adjacent spins
resulting in a small exchange energy. If the stray f eld energy
dominates, the spins try to stay parallel to the structure edge
as much as possible, yielding a narrO\yer wall. To go bcyond
such qualitativc considerations, numerical calculations are
necessary to ascertain the spin structures that constitute local
energy minima (stable wall structures). For the case of domain
walls in wires, such micromagnetic simulations [6, 54, 55]
were carried out by McMichael and Donahue in 1997 [56].
Two wall spin structures were predicted to occur: transverse
walls (TW, see fgure I(b)) and vortex walls (VW, see
f gure I (c )). In the case of the transverse wall, the spins
rotate in the plane of the structure. To reduce the energy
further, the shape of the wall is asymmetric along the y-axis
yielding a V-shapcd wall (fgure I(b) and the spins in the wall
can either point in the +y or -y direction. The vortex wall
exhibits a very different spin structure. I-Jere the spins curl
clockwise or counter-clockwise around the vortex core where
the magnetization is pointing out of the plane in the +z or -z
direction (fgure I(c)) [57-59]. The energies of the two wall
types vary with geometry and material and can be calculated

2. Techniques
For all these studies, high quality magnetic nanostructures
have to be fabricated. The prevailing geometries to study
hcad-to-head domain walls are straight and zig-zag wires,
U-shapcd. L-shaped and half-ring elements as wcIl as full
rings. Ring elements havc proven to be a useful geometry
for the investigation of domain walls since due to the high
element symmctry, walls can be easily created and positioncd
by applying an external uniform magnetic f eld [41, 42].
Ferromagnetic rings can be in the fux closure vortex state or in
the onion state, where they exhibit 180 0 head-to-head and tailto-tail domain walls [41,43]. In order to make sure that thc
domain walls exhibit the same behaviour in the straight parts
of the structure as in the curved parts, the radius of curvature
should be much larger than thc width, sincc othcrwise the
wall can be pinncd by the variation in the gcomctry (see also
section 5.3 on pinning of domain walls).
In order to make these structures, a range of fabrication
methods is available and details as well as reviews can be found
in [43-46].
To study domain walls, different methods are employed.
Direct imaging of spin structures can be carried out using scanning probe techniques (magnetic force microscopy (MFM),
3

Figure 2. Spin structure of (a) a vortex and (b) a transverse wall simulated using OOMMF. PEEM images of (c) 30 nm thick and 530 nm wide
(outer diameter D = 2.7 I1-m), (d) 10 nm thick and 260 nm wide (D = 1.6411-111), and (el 3 nlll thick and 730 nm wide (D = 10 {(m)
Permalloy rings in the onion stale. The grey scale indicates the direction of magnetic contrast. Reproduced with permission from [63].
Copyright 2006, American Institute of Physics.

f1'om the simulations. More instructive though is an analytical
calculation of the energies of the two wall types as a function
of geometry as carried out by McMichael and Donahue [56].
They assumed that as a frst approximation, the difference in
stray l' eld energies bet'vveen the two wall types is effectivcly
the stray f eld of the transverse component in the TW, which is
less present in the Vw. They calculate this stray feld energy
difference to be

atomIstIc lattice) is necessary to reproduce a realistic spin
wave spectrum. So only few results have been made available
and analytical calculations as well as simulations on small
systems have yieldcd a transition to a linear wall close to the
Curie temperature [3 I. 33]. while more intricate behaviour
is expected tor the more complex head-to-head wall spin
structures.

3.2. Experimental determination of head-to-head domain wall
spin structures

(1)

To study the domain wall types experimentally [62, 63 J, arrays
of 5 x 5 polycrystaliine Co and Permalloy (NisoFe2o) rings ,"vith
different thicknesses and widths were fabricated as describcd
in [46. 64]. For the investigation of the phase diagram, the
edge-to-edge spacing between adjacent rings was more than
twice the diameter to prevent dipolar interactions which might
otherwise infuence the domain wall type. To determine the
spin structure of the domain walls as a tunction of the ring
geometry, the samples were imaged using XMCD-PEEM [4R].
In fgure 2. we present PEEM images of (c) a thick and
wide Pcrmalloy ring, (d) a thin and narrow ring, and (e) an
ultrathin ring measured at room temperature. The contrast of
the images is explained in (a) and (b). The domain wall type
was systematically determined tj'om PEEM images for more
than 50 combinations of ring thickness and width for both
Permalloy and Co and the quantitative phase diagrams shown
in I' gures 3(a) and (c) were extracted (a similar phase diagram
was also obtained in [65]). The phase diagrams exhibit two
phasc boundaries indicated by solid lines between vortex walls
(thick and wide rings. squares). transverse walls (thin and
narrow rings. discs). and again vortex walls for ultrathin rings.
We discuss frst the upper boundary shown in fgures 3(a)
and (e). This phase boundary was investigated theoretically
by McMichael and Donahue as described above 156]. The
theoretical phase boundary (dotted lines) is shifted to lower
thickness and smaller width compared to the experimental
boundary (solid lines in fgures 3(b) and (d)). This discrepancy
can be understood by taking into account the following:
the calculations [56] compare total energies and therefore

with Ms the saturation magnetization, t the thickness and W
the width of the structure [56]. For the difference in exchange
energies they assume that it is given by the vortex in the VW,
which yields
f:::..E ex = r:::2ntA In

rmax

(2)

'min

'vvith A the exchange constant, t the thickness, r illax the outer
radius of the vortex. which is assumed to be half the strip
width and rillill the inncr radius of the vortex, which is given
by the vortex core radius o. From this we can now dcduce a
'phase diagram' where the energetically favourable wall type
is determined as a function of the geometry (width. thickness).
In particular to obtain the phase boundary, which delineates
the region where one wall is favoured or the other, the sum of
the energy differences is set to zero (both wall types have the
same energy). Neglecting the weak logarithmic dependence
this yields Wt r::: const, with the constant depending on thc
material, which means that in a width versus thickness diagram
the phase boundary is a hyperbola.
These calculations were later ren ed by Nakatani and
Thiaville 160] and they found, in addition to symmetric
transverse walls. tilted transverse walls that constitute the
energy minimum in a small range of geometries and such tilted
transverse walls were actually observed cxperimentally [61]
(for dctails see I' gure 9).
These micromagnetic simulations were carried out in the
o K limit but the infuence of thermal excitations on the wall
spin structure has also been investigated theoretically. Such
simulations are ditT culL since a small cell size (ideally an
4
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Figul"C 3. Experimental phase diagrams for head-to-head domain walls in (a) Permalloy and (c) Co rings at room temperature. Black squares
indicate vortex walls and red discs transverse walls. The phase boundaries are shown as solid lines. ((b), (d» Comparison of the upper
experimental phase boundary (solid lines) with results from calculations according to [S6] (dotted lines) and micromagnetic simulations
(dashed lines). The thermally activated wall transitions shown were observed for the ring geometry marked with a red cross in (a)
(W = 730 nm, t = 7 nm). Reproduced partly with permission from [62, 63]. Copyright 2004, 2006, American Institute of Physics .

Figure 4. PEEM images of a 7 nm thick and 730 nm wide ring imaged during a heating cycle altemperatures of (a), (d») T = 20°C (bc1ixe
and after heating, respectively ). (b) T = 260 cC, and ( c) T = 310 "C (estimated errors are ± 10K). Due to heating, rings (here ( e) 7 nm thick,
1135 nm wide with two vortex walls} can attain either (g) a vortex state with a 360 domain wall [69] or (h) the vortex state. The intermediate
state, where one ,vall is displaced, is shown in (fl. In (i) an eHective 360" wall made up ofrwo vortex walls is shown enlarged (1500 11m wide
and 20 nm Py wire). The grey scale indicates the direction ofmagnctic contrast. Reproduced partly with permission fi'om [631 Copyright
2006, American Institute of Physics.
0

determine the wall type with the absolute minimum energy
as being favourable. In the experiment, the wall type was
investigated after saturation of the ring in a magnetic f eld
and relaxing the reid to zero. During relaxation, frst a
transverse wall is formed reversibly [66]. For the formation
of a vortex wall, an energy barrier has to be overcome to
nucleate the vortex core, which leads to a hysteretic behaviour
of the wall formation. So the observed spin structure does
not necessarily constitute the absolute minimum energy, but
transverse walls can be observed lor combinations of thickness
and width where they constitute local energy minima even if
a vortex wall has a lower energy for this geomctry. Next
we have simulated the experiment by calculating the domain
wall spin structure after reducing an externally applied I' eld
stepwise using the OOMMF code [67] (for pcrmalloy: Ms =
800 X 10 3 A m- 1, A = 1.3 X 10- 11 J m- 1 : for Co: Ms =
1424 X 10 3 A m- 1, A = 3.3 X 10- 11 .J m- 1 ; for both:
damping constant a = 0.0 I, cell size 2-5 nm). The simulated
boundary (dashed line) is shifted to higher thickness and larger
width compared to the experiment. This can be attributed to
the fact that thermal excitations help to overcome the energy
barrier betw'een transverse and vortex walls in case of the
room temperature experiment, while they arc not taken into
account in the 0 K simulation. So we can expect that for

temperatures above room temperature the upper experimental
phase boundary is shifted to lower thickness and approaches
the theoretical phase boundary. Tn other words. transverse
walls formed at room temperature change to vortex walls with
rising temperature.
In addition to studying domain wall spin structures in
Permalloy and Co, we have also looked at the amorphous
CoFeB [68]. Here we fnd that due to the reduced saturation
magnetization, transverse walls prevail for all the geometries
studied (up to 1500 11m width and 20 11m thickness) [6X].
Transverse and vortex walls have also been imaged by
other groups mostly in 3d metal structures with similar
geometries to those we discuss here [69-71].

3.3. Thermally activated domain wall transformations
In order to corroborate this explanation tor the difl"crence
betlA'een the experiment on the one hand and calculations and
simulations on the other hand, we have performed temperaturedependent XMCD-PEEM studies. Figure 4 shows an image
series of a 7 nm thick and 730 nm wide Permalloy ring
(geometry marked by a cross in f gure 3(a») for different
temperatures of (a, d) T = 20°C (before and after heating),
(b) T = 2600C, and (c) T = 310°C. Transverse walls
5

Figure 5. Limiting cases of the structures investigated: 3 nm thick and 1.8/tm wide (a) permalloy and (b) Co rings showing ripple domain
formation, (c) 6 llIn thick and 3 /till wide ring with distorted walls. and (d) 10 nlll thick and 2.1 /till wide disc-like Permalloy ring with
700 nm inner diallleter in the triangle state (for detailed explanations ofthe contrast see [73, 74]). The grey scale indicates the direction of
magnetic contrast. Reproduced partly with permission from [97].

are formed (a) during saturation in a magnetic f eld and
rclaxation of thc l' eld before imaging. At frst, heating
does not infuence the spin structure of the domain walls
as shown in (b). only the image contrast becomes weaker.
because imaging is more dimc It at higher temperatures due
to drift problems and decreasing magnetization. At a transition
temperature between T = 260 and 310°C corresponding to
a thermal energy between 6.7 x 10- 21 and 8.0 x 10- 21 J,
the transverse walls change to votiex walls (c), so that a
domain wall spin structure is created which is not accessible
for the same ring geometry by only applying uniform magnetic
fie ds. rigure 4(d) confrms that the vortex wall is stable
during cooling down. This means that both domain wall types
are (meta-)stable spin conI' gurations and therefore constitute
local energy minima at room temperature for this geometry.
These PEEM experiments directly show that the position of the
upper experimental phase boundary is temperature dependent
and is shifted to lower thickness and width with increasing
temperature. which confrms that both domain wall types
constitute local energy minima. Experimentally, we directly
observe thermally activated crossing of the energy batTier
between high energy transverse and low energy vortex walls.
It should be mentioned however. that the fux closure
vOliex state of the ring without any domain walls and with
the magnetization aligned everywhere along the ring perimeter
is the energetically most favourable state. Many rings attain
this state when the temperature is increased as shown in
fgures 4(e)-(h) and during this process metastable 360 0
domain walls can be formed. In order to observe the wall
type transformations shown in fgures 4(a)-(d), it is therefore
necessary that the energy barrier between transverse and voltex
walls is lower than the barrier fl.)r the transition to the vortex
state of the ring. This critically depends on imperfections of
the ring microstructure which can serve as pinning centres and
stabilize a domain wall.
It can be seen by comparing the boundaries for Permalloy
and Co in fgure 3, that for Permalloy the calculations [56]
ft the experiment better than the simulations while fl.lt· Co
the opposite is true. The energy barrier between a transverse
and a vortex wall can be overcome more easily in the case
of Permalloy rather than Co. so that transverse walls created
are more likely to be retained at a certain temperature in a Co
ring than in a Permalloy ring with analogous dimensions. This
is consistent with the observation that in Permalloy there is a
more abrupt change between transverse and vortex walls with
varying geometry than in Co.

3.4. Walls in ultrathin films
We turn now to the discussion of the low thickness regime of
the phase diagrams shown in f gure 3, where a second phase
boundary between 3 and 4 nm is found both fl.)r Permalloy and
for Co. In terms of energetics, this is not expected because
the calculations [56] show that a transverse ,,vall has a lower
energy than a vortex wall in this thickness regime. However
these calculations assume a perfect microstructure and do not
take into account morphological defects such as the surface
roughness. Holes, which might serve as nucleation centres
for vortex wall formation, were not observed in atomic t()l'ce
microscopy images. However, this does not exclude a spatial
modulation of magnetic properties [721 such as the exchange
or the saturation magnetization, which could locally allow for
a stronger twisting of adjacent spins. Thus a vortex wall would
be energetically more favourable in this thickness regime only
due to imperfections of the microstructure or the morphology.
In the thin samples investigated. a ripple domain
tllrmation [2] is observed as shown in fgures 5(a) and (b)
(see also fi ure 2( e». This can be attributed to statistical
variations ofthe anisotropy of individual grains. Consequently,
this phenomenon is more pronounced in the polycrystalline Co
structures. in which individual grains exhibit a non-negligible
anisotropy compared to thc weak anisotropy in Permalloy.

3.5. Further head-to-head domain wall types
The description in the context of the phase diagrams presented
here is limited to a certain geometry regime. In structures
that are signit1ca tly wider than""" I f-im, we observe more
complicated domain wall spin structures such as distorted wall
spin structures (fgure 5(c)). Wide rings v,;ith a hole in the
centre exhibit a disc-like behaviour with a triangle state as
shown in f gure 5( d). This type of structure is discussed in more
detail in [73,74] and shows that the curvature of the element
plays a crucial role if the curve radius is not much larger than
the structure width.
In general, in wider structures, the infuence of shape
anisotropy is reduced and thus more complicated spin
structures can constitute local energy minima and become
observable. To classify these wall types, the notion explained
in fgure 6 was suggested [75, 76] and will be used here.
Apart from the simple single vortex wall (fgurc 6(a», more
complicated wall spin structures including vortices with the
same sense ofrotatiol1 (parallel P) or opposite sense of rotation

6

Figure 6. Further domain wall types in a I Mm wide and 28 nm thick Permalloy wire. The magnetization direction is given by the grey scale

bar: (a) single vortex wall (VW type) located next to a kink in the wire; (b) double vortex wall with two paraliel vortices and an antivortex in
between (2P type); (c) mieromagnctic simulation of such a 2P wall. visualizing the spin structure; (d) double vortex wall with two antiparallel
vortices (2AP type): (el extended vortex wall; (t) triple vortex wall with three paraliel vortices and two antivortices (3P). Reproduced partly
with permission from [76]. Copyright 2006. American Institute of Physics.

Figure 7. (a), (d). (gl Schematic spin structures, (h), (e), (h) Fresnel images and (el, (fl. (il on:'axis holograms of multi vortex walls taken
sequentially on the same part of the sample, where (i) is a simulated image. The red (solid) and blue (dotted) circles indicate positions of
opposite-sign magnetic charge accumulation. The black and white contrast in the schematic drawings corresponds to overfocus Fresnel
images and for simplicity the vortex cores arc drawn in the centre of the wire. The images show (a)-(cl a 2AP domain wall. (d)-(£) a 3AP
domain wall and (g)-O) a 2P domain wall. The contrast appearing at the sample edge is omitted in the schematic images. Reproduced with
permission from [75J. Copyright 2007 Wiley-VCTI Verlag GmbH & Co.

(antiparallel AI') are found (fgures 6(b)-(f)). One of the
reasons that such spin structures are stable in very thick
structures is the magnetic stray f eld that is prescnt for single
transverse or vortex walls due to magnetic (pseudo-)charges at
the edge of the structure. In the case ofa 2AP wall, some fux
closure is achieved as shown in f gure 7. There are areas with
opposite magnetic charge (denoted with blue dotted circles and
red continuous circles) and if they are close, some fux closure
can be achieved between them, thereby reducing the stray l' eld
and the associated energy. This is particularly obvious for the
2AP and the 3AI' wall structures in fgures 7(a) and (d). For
the 2P wall (1' gure 7(g), which is reminiscent of a cross-tie
wall [2]. no such fux closure is possible since the stray f eld
is similar to that of a single vortex wall. Observation of the
double vortex wall with antiparallel vortices (2AP) was also
reported using magnetic force microscopy 177], transmission
electron microscopy techniques [78] and transmission x-ray
microscopy [79]. More complicated domain wall types were
also observed in /80],

In general it was found that more complicated wall spin
structures (2P, 2AP, 3P, 3AP, etc) tend to be more susceptible
to defects and irregularities compared to the simple transverse
and vortex walls. One of the reasons is the fact that pinning
at defects occurs preferably near the vortex core or thc arcas
where magnetic charges are present. This is due to the fact
that the energy can be lowered if vortex cores arc placed at
positions with reduced exchange energy (e.g. non-magnetic
defects) and magnetic charges arrange themselves around edge
irregularities to lower the stray l' eld energy. Thus to obtain
reliable behaviour we will concentrate in the following on the
properties of simple single transverse and vortex vvalls.

3.6. Wall widths
One of the key issues for the interaction between domain walls
and spin-polarized currents is the domain wall width. since it
governs whether the interaction occurs adiabatically (meaning
that the conduction electron spins follow the magnetization
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chose transverse wall s since large el-leets due to th e in teracti on
w ith spin -po lari zed currents are expected in particul ar fo r
small wa ll w idth s, and the narrow wa ll s th at occur in narrow
stru ctures are o f th e transverse ty pe. To stabili ze transverse
wall s at certain posi ti ons, constri ctions down to 30 nm were
introduced in to w ires as seen in fgure 9.
A schemati c o r such magnetic elem ents w ith clement
w idth W e and constri cti on w idth W e is shown in f gure 9(a).
Th e elements were fab ricated using electron beam li thography
on th e sili con nitri de (S i)N 4 ) membrane subs trates required
1"0 1' o fl ~ a x i s electron ho lography observati o ns as described
in [45 ] . In agreement w ith mi eromagneti e prcd icti ons o f
sy mm etrica l and asymm etrica l wall s [60] , we experim entall y
I'nd sy mm etri cal lransverse wa ll s ( fgure 9(b», asy mm etri cal
ti Ited (I' gure 9(c) ) and asy mm etri ca l buck led transverse OWs
(f'gure 9(d)). Fi gure 9(e) shows th e percentage of each wall
type in different co nstri cti on ranges. In l ine w i t h th e results
in [60 1 we fnd sy mm etri c wa ll s only in narrow constri cti ons
and asy mm etri c wa ll s preva iling lo r w ider constri cti ons. Both
til ted asy mm ctrie and sy mmetri c wa ll s appear in the range
of W e < 175 nm . T he seco nd asy mm etric wall type has
a bu ckled shape (r gure 9(d)) and ca n be fo und ('or large
constri cti ons, We
75- 367 nm. Sin ce in thi ck sampl es w ith
large constri cti ons, vo rtex wall s become th e mos t (ilVo urabl e
D W type, we can consider bu ckl ed OWs as an interm edi ate
state at th e onset 0 1' th c transfo rm ati on fro m a transverse wall
to a vortex wa ll w here th e vortex core has not yetnul:ieated.
As seen in Ii ures 9(b)- (d), th e magneti zatio n eonfg urati on vari es signil' canll y mov ing in th e positi ve y -diree ti on (sec
r gure 9(a)) lI'om th e ti p o f th e notch toward s th e o utside edge
of th e element and it is not obv ious how th e OW w idth shoul d
be def ned. To go beyond th e rough approach used in f gure 8,
we make use 0 1' th e I'act th at all th e tran sverse wall s ex hi bit
a tri angul ar spin stru cture. Fro m th e analysis of th e T W sp in
structures we f nd that th e opening angle aow o l'th e tri angul ar
tran sverse walls as shown in f' gurc 9(b) proves to be a sui ta bl e
quantity to characterize mos t OWs. A fter determinin g aOIV , an
average OW w idth WDW coul d be calcul ated accord ing to

2000

~ 1500
.~

ro 1000
~
500
1000

1200

ring width W (nm)
l~ i g urc

8. DOlllain wu li width as a lilll cti on of th o.: rin g width in
Permall oy obtained fro m lll agno.: ti z(ltion prol'i es al ong th e ring. Red
tri angles repro.: scnt vorto.:x walls, black squares transverse walls, and
blue discs th e average values. Th e blue lim: is a linear f t to the
average values. Reproduced partl y with permiss ion from 197 1.

directi on as they pass across th e wa ll ) or non-adi abatica lly
( lead in g to scattcrin g of th c electron s and a mi strackin g
o f th e spin compared to th e wa ll magneti zati on directi on).
Wa ll w idths have becn prev iously studied fo r domain wall
typcs other th an head- to-head wa ll s th eoreti ca ll y [ 81J and
ex perim entall y [82 1. We here dctermin e th e w all w idth s 0 1'
head-to-hcad domain wa ll s by im ag ing th e sp in structure w ith
hi gh reso lu tion usi ng electron holograph y and X M CO- PEEM.
T hc simpl es t mcth od to detcrmin e an average wa ll vyid th is
to take th e lraee 0 1' th e magnetizati on co mponent parall el to
the w ire ax is and th cn deduce the w all w idth f ro m a f t o f
th e prof' le averagl.:d across th e w ire. T hi s can be carri ed out
for transverse and vortex wa ll s but only g ives a vcry rough
mcasurc of th e wa ll w idth as it does not tal c into al.:count th e
detail s o f the actual two-dim ensional spin structure. Results of'
thi s rough measure (ClI' th e wall w idth (o r a large number 01'
wall s are show n in ('gure 8. I:::al.:h measurement is indi ca ted by
a I'cd tri ang lc (vortcx wa ll ) or a black squ arc (tra nsverse wall ).
We do nol observl.: any clear systemal il.: di I'ference betwee n
th e w idths (ClI' thc d i lTerent wall ty pes ('o r th e geometri es
considered. T he average wall w idth is shown by th e blu e di scs,
and scales appro x imate ly lin earl y w ith the stru cture w idth.
To inves ti gate th e wa ll w idths in more detail. we
W ilcentrate on one wa ll ty pe, namely transverse wall s. We

=

WDW = We tan(aDw / 2) .

(3)

Experim enta lly we nnw observe an increase 0 1' aOW (i'om 85 0
('or w c.,.vg
50 nm to 100 0 1'01' w c. avg
300 nm ( (' gure 10(a)) .
By ca lcul atin g W D\V, we rnd an in crease from 50 to 380 nm

=

=

Figure 9. (a) Schcmatic or th e Perillall oy clement geoilletry, wi th elelllcnt width We , cons trict ion width W e, al1d notch angle of70°. The OW
opcning angle £Xf)W is shown in (b) . (b-d) OfT-ax is electron holography illlages of the observed transverse OW types with II nl11th ickllcss:
we/ we: 138 nl11/400 nl11 (b), 103 nm/300 11 111 (e), 19 1 nl11 /300 11111 (d) . (el Distri bution ill given ranges of'w , ol' tral1 sverse OW types;
sYl11llletri c (bl ack), nSY l11mctri cal til ted (white), asy mmctri cal buckled (grey). Reproduce d with permi ss ion Iro m [61l Copyright 2007,
J\ meri can Institute 01' Physics.
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Figurc 10. (a) Oepcndenc~ of OW angle amy on an ave raged constri ction width w c. ;"g obta in ~ d From ex periments. (b) OW lVidth WDW
calcul ated using the OW angles aow rrom (a) . Reprod uced partly with permiss ion (i'O Ill [61.1 . Copyright 2007, Al1leri can Institute of Physics.

Figurc 11. (a) A high-resolu tion XMCO- I' FF M image of two rin gs in the onion state, after saturation with an external feld in the vertical
direction an d s ubs~ qu c nt rel axatio n. White an d bl ack contras ts corres pond to th ~ magnetization pointing up and down, rcspective ly. A
non-i nteracting vo rtex wall (top) and three interacting transverse walls arc visible . Overview images or an array 01' 27 nmthick allli 350 nnl
wi de Perillalloy rings with an edge-to-edge spac ing of (b) 40 nl1l and (c) 500 nlll , respectivel y. The transition from 100% transverse \\'alls
inside the array fo r narrow spacings (b) to close to 0% for large spacings (e) can be clearly see n. Since dOlllain walls at the top and bOllOIll
edges or the array do not interact with adjace nt \.va lls, they arc vurtex walls for all spacings investigated . (d) Electron holugraphy image or two
interacting transverse lVull s. The strong stray I' eld coupling is visibl e from the high density stray f eld fll x lines betlVeen the two walls.
Reproduced parLly wi th permission Irolll 184'1. Copyri ght 2006, A lll cr i~an Institllte 01' Phys ics.
(fgure 10(b)) averaged for all the wa ll s in a certain ran ge 0 1'
No s ign ifea nt in('ucnee or the elcment wid th W e and the
thickness or the materi al on aDW, and thcre l'o re W DW. cou ld be
1()lInd 101' the ran ge 0 (' thi ckn esses (5- 20 nm) and We ( I OD4DO nm ) co nsidered. Similarly, in i'gure 8 no signii' eant
in r uencc or the thi ckness on th e wall width s was obscrvcd
1'01' the th ickness range whcre we ll -de(' ncd TWs and VWs arc
prescnt.
The key energy contributions to th e DWs are th c exchange
energy. which I[tvours large wall widths, and th e stray i' eld
energy (s hape aniso tropy), whi ch liwours ali gnmcnt o r the
sp ins parall el to thc clement edges. Thc increas ing inru ence
or th e stray r eid energy rcs ults in small er Wnw ror small er
constri ctio ns. The increase in thc openin g angle means that
WDW accord ing to equati on (3) in creases more than lin carl y
with increasing W e and thi s bodes we ll 101' obtaining very
narrow domain wa ll s in I'cry narrow constri ctions.

from 27 nm thi ck Co r im s on 50 nm thick SiN mcmbran es
as detai led in [83]. Open rin gs rath cr th an full rin gs were
grown on the li'ag il e membranes in ordcr to lacilitate th e lillolfprocess which cannot be ass isted by ultraso und. In order to
obtain quanti tative in lormati on about stray f elds, Co sampl es
we rc inves ti gated by orr-ax is electron ho logra ph y. Co was
chosen in add itio n to Permalloy 1'01' th is investi gation due to
its hi gher saturation mag ncti zation and the resu ltant hi gher
stray re id.

W e-

4.1. Coupling between adjacent domain walls
After saturating with a mag netic f eld and th en relaxi ng th e
ti c d. rin gs attain the oni on state characterized by two heacl-tohead domain wall s as shown before (sec also f gure II (a)) [84].
An array 01' 25 rin gs in the on ion state ex hibits 50 wa ll s in
tota l. The domain wall s ins idc the array interact with adjace nt
wall s via thcir stray f elds. On ly 10 wall s. "vhich are located at
the two oppos ite edges (top and boltom edges in fgures II (b)
and (el) or th e array and th erefore have no nei ghbouring rin gs.
are not inil enced by stray Felds o f an adj acent wa ll . Fo r all
experim ents, rin g thi ckness and width we re chosen such that
iso lated rin gs or thi s geometry ex hi bit vo rtex wa ll s accordi ng
to the phase diagram presented above.
Fi gurc II shows XMCD-PEEM im ages ofarrays 0 1' 27 nl11
thick Penn all oy rin gs w ith (b) 40 nl11 and (c) SOD nm edge-

4. Domain wa ll coupling energetics
Arrays 0 (, 350 nm w ide rings with edge-to-edge spacings down
to 10 nm werc lub ricated to investigate the d i Ile rent dipo lar
co upling strengths between do main \,vall s in adjacent rin gs and
th e rcsulting domain wall ty pes. For thc tran smi ss ion o If.
axis electron ho lography experim ents, 3/4-rin gs wc re patterned
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Fi gure 12. (a) Percentage oftransvcrsc IVai Is inside a ring array as a Ilill ction ol' edge-to-edge spacing. Rlack squares arc lor 27 11m
Perm all oy, and red triangles lor 30 nm Co, respectively. The error bars represent the absolute statistical error I/.jn due to the f n ite number n

01' domain IVai Is inves tigated. The hori zo ntal Iines show the I0-90%-lcvcls 01' the transition hom a transverse to a vortex domain lVall. (b) The
inset shows an o l'f~ax i s electron holography image or a transverse wall in a 27 nm thick Co 3/4-ring. The colour code indi cates the direction

orthe in-plane mag ncti zation and the blac k lines directl y represent the stray r eid . The stray fi e d strength was measured at several distances
inside the marked arca. The data po ints show the stray f eld normalized to the saturati ol1magneti zation ,IS a fllll ction ol'the distance r Ii'om the
ring edge for the wall shown in the inset. The line is a I/r - li . Reproduced with permiss ion hom 1'84'1. Copyri ght 2006, Ameri can Institute or
Phys ics.
to-edge spacin g, respecti ve ly. as well as a hi gh-reso luti on
im age (a) presenting bo th wall types, Vortex wall s can be
eas il y identir ed by bl ack and white contrast whi ch occurs
because all magneti zati on directi ons corresponding to the rull
grey scale are present in a vo rtex ( fi ure II (a), top), In
co nLras t, transverse wall s exhibit the characteri sti c grey-whitegrey contrast with th e tri angul ar spin stru cLllre in th eir centre
(f gure II (a), bottolll). In (d) th e stray f cld coupling is directl y
visuali zed by th e fu x lin es between th e two dOlll ain wall s.
In f gul'e 12(a), wc show th e percentage ol' transverse wa ll s
ins ide th e array as a fun cti on of th e edge-to-edge spacing
fo r 27 nlll thi ck Perm all oy rings (black squares) extracted
[i'01ll im ages of th e type shown in f gure II. A decreas ing
number 01' tran sverse wall s is found with in cl'easin g spacing .
DOlll ain wall s at th e edges of th e arrays are vo rtex wall s,
irrespecti ve o f the spac in g, du e to th e absenee o r dipolar
coupling with adj accnt wa ll s. Th e da ta points 1'0 1' inli ite
spacin gs in f gure 12(a) result fro lll th ese dOlllai n wa ll s. The
transverse to vo rtex tran siti on is characteri zed by a ( 10- 90%)width o f th e svvitchin g di stributi on of w = (65 ± 9) nm
and a centre at rc = (77 ± 5) nill. In f gure 12(a), red
tri angles show a simil ar transi ti on ['o r 30 nl11 thi ck Co rings
with w = (328 ± 130) nlll and r c = (224 ± 65) nl11.
In order to exp lain these results, we frst consider th e
pmeess o f domain wa ll f'o lm ati on in an iso lated ring, Wh en
relax ing the appl ied external I' cld frolll saLurati on, tra nsverse
wa ll s are ini tiall y fa rmed. In OI'der to create a vo rtex wa ll .
a vo rtex co re has to be nucleated. Thi s hys teretic trans ition
li'olll one wall type to the oth er invo lves overcoming a loca l
energy barri er [66.1 , since th e nu cleation of th e vo rtex core
is assoc iated with a strong twi sting or th e spin s in thc core
reg ion [85 ], In arrays of in teracting rings, the edge-to-edge
spaci ng-dependent stray r eid stab ili zes tra nsverse wa ll s so
th at 1'01' small spacings (corresponding to a strong stray f eld
fi'om the adj ace nt domain wa ll ) transverse wall s arc favo ured
(f gure 11 (b» . For increas ing spacing, th e inruence of the stray

li e d Ii'olll an adj acent wa ll is redu ced, until vo rtex wall s arc
fo rl11 ed in the rings with th e lowest energy barri er to r th e vo rtex
core nucl eation, Thc l11 0re th e spac in g increases th c more
rings nucl eate vortex wall s (I' gme II (e» , Thu s th e spac ing at
whi ch a wa ll switches Ii'o m tran sverse to vo rtex is related to the
nucleati on barri er, whi ch depends on loca l imperfecti ons such
as th e edge roughn ess. So the number o f domain wall s that
have switched from transvcrse to vortex as a functi on o r the
edge-to-edge spacing is a l11eas ure o f the di stributi o n o f energy
barri ers for th e vo rtex core nucleati on.
For Perill all oy, a relative ly sharp transiti on occurs 1'1'0111
all wa ll s be ing transverse to all wall s bein g vo rtex wa ll s.
Thi s corresponds to a narrow energy barrier di stri buLion ,
whil e the domain wa ll s in Co rings exhibit a ll1u ch wider
transiti on. Thi s di ITerence is thought to result frol11 the di IYerent
polyerys tallin e mi crosLru ctures o f Lhe Perm all oy (mag ncti ca lly
so il Icc crys tall ites with negligibl e ani sotropy) and th e Co
(hcp crystallites with strong uni ax ial ani sotro py lead ing to
larger nUlllber orp inning sites) . Furth ermore, thi s res ults in th e
presence of transverse wa ll s in our Co sall1pl e eve n at inti ite
spacings. Thus, we chose Co 1'01' the electro n hologra phy
measurements rather th an Pel'ln all oy in orel er to be abl e to
observe a Lransversc wa ll and iLS stray f eld in an iso lated
structure (see next secti on 4,2).
The in teraction between rings can change not onl y the
wall typc, but it can al so lead to changes in th e sw itching
prorerLi es ir th e sw itching process invo lves do main wall s [ Il
In particul ar th e switching fe lds o f rings have been deterll1ined
as a functio n of the spac in g and, dcpending on th e switching
ll1 eehani sll1 , an in crease or a decrease o f th e switchin g
f elds was l'ound with in creasing spac in g [86], Furth erll1 0re
th e interacti on leads to a narrow ing o f th e switching reid
di stri butio n, whi ch points to co ll ecti ve sw itching [86]. Thi s
ll1 eans that due to th e co uplin g the reversal or a sing le ring will
lead to a reversal of th e neighbo uring rin g so th at th e switching
propaga tes along a row of rings. Such co ll ecti ve switchin g was
directl y observed by MFM imaging p Il
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Hgure 13. (a) Black squares represent the same data points as shown in ligur I2(a) ttlr the 30 nm thick Co sample, but as a tu~ction of the
normalized lie d strength. The black dashed linc shows a ft with the error function. The correspondll1g GaussJan dlstnbutton of the energy
barriers is shown as a full red line. (b) Corresponding data tor the 27 nm thick Permalloy sample rescaled using the stray feld measurement of
a domain wall in 30 nm thick Co. Reproduced partly with permission from [84]. Copyright 2006, Amcricanlnstitute of Physics.

4.2. Direct quantitative observation of the domain wall
stray field

presented in f gure l3(b). Thus a Gaussian distribution for
the energy barriers is found, which is in agreement with the
presence of independent local pinning centres at the particular
wall position that determine the nucleation barrier. The
position of the maximum is Hlllaxl Ms = 0.21 ± 0.10 and the
tull width at halfmaximum wlMs = 0.16± 0.05, where Ms is
the saturation magnetization. Using Emax = ;ttoMsHmax. an
energy density of E m • x = (8.4±4.0) x 10 4 J m-=-3 equivalent to
the f eld Hmax can be obtained fin' the 30 nm thick Co sample.
Figure 12(a) shows that the transition for the Co sample
In terms
saturates at a fnite Nalue for large spacings.
of the model described aboNe. which explains how vortex
walls are formed during relaxation from saturation, this
means that an additional effective l' eld would be needed
to overcome the pinning of the remaining transverse walls
at structural imperfections and to allow the vortex core
nueleation and formation of an energetically favourable vOliex
wall.
Since the pinning is much stronger in our Co
sample than in the Permalloy sample. this occurs here only
for Co.

The spacing-dependent distribution fix the vortex core
nucleation needs to be transformed to a distribution as a
function of the stray f eld strength, which is to a f rst
approximation proportional to the energy. To do this, the
stray f eld as well as the magnetization of the domain wall
was imaged using off-axis electron holography. The inset
of fgure 12(b) shows an image of the in-plane magnetic
induction integrated in the electron beam direction, obtained
from a transverse wall in a 27 nm thick isolated Co 3/4ring designed with the same width as that of the rings
imaged by XMCD-PEEM. No significa t difference between
the functional dependence of the stray f eld on the spacing is
expeeted for a 27 nm and a 30 nm thick sample. '1'0 extract
the absolute f eld strength in the sample plane that acts on a
neighbouring domain wall. the signal has to be rescaled to take
into account the in-plane l' elds above and below the sample
(the out-ol:'plane components do not contribute anyway). This
can bc done by calibrating the measured signal in the structure
and renormalizing it to Ms (the sample thiekness and saturation
magnetization Ms of Co is known) pq]. The measured signal
along the length of the region indicated in the image, is then
equally renormalized and shown as a function ofthe distance r
ii'om the ring edge in fgure 12(b). The line is a llr-ii which
can be expected tCll' the distance dependence of the stray l' eld
ereated by an area of magnetic poles for small r [117]. This
dependence also confrms earlier results from indirect Kerr
elrect measurements [116 J. In order to obtain the stray f eld
of one single domain wall acting on an adjacent wall, the stray
reId of an isolated wall was imaged.
The spacing-dependent energy barrier distribution is now
rescaled to a f eld-dependent distribution using the measured
stray feld decay 01'11 ure 12(b) and presented in fgure Uta).
The rescaled data can be rued with the error function erf(x),
\Nhich is the integral of a Gaussian distribution. Assuming
a similar dependenee of the stray feld for Permalloy to that
measured for Co, a Gaussian distribution is also obtained
for the energy barrier height distribution for Permalloy as

5. Domain wall pinning
This section introduces the important eoncept of domain wall
quasi-particle behaviour. Domain walls exhibit certain quasiparticle properties when for instance subjeeted to geometrieal
variations in a structure. As discussed in section:; the detailed
wall spin structure is the result of an energy minimization
process and the energy terms depend not only on the material
but also on the local geometry and externally applied f elds.
This means that geometrical variations generate a potential
landscape that a domain wall feels, and by varying the
geometry we can engineer this landscape. Additionally, the
potential landscape can be modif ed by applying external
magnetic l' elds, so that the equilibrium position and spin
strueture for a wall depend on the geometry as well as the
external f cld.
Intuitively, one can predict that domain walls should attain
an energy minimum at a position where the wall is particularly
short, since the wall energy scales as a frst approximation with
II
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Figure 14. Simu lated behav iour ora transverse and a vortex wa ll at a constriction . (a) shows a tran sve rse domain wa ll inside a cons tri ction
and b..:low th e correspondin g potentiall undscapc schcmati call y (s in gle potenti al we ll at th e notch pos ition). In (b) thi s is shown for a vortex
wa ll , whi ch is pinned adjacc ntlo th e co nstri ction . The potenti al landscape ex hi bits a dnuble we ll. The black arrows in (b), (e) po int to th e
posi ti ons where stray reid enters or leaves a vortex wa ll.

the size (in particu lar th e length) or the wall so th at small er
domain wall s in mtiTOwel' constricti ons are more energeti cally
favo urabl e. Fl'Om thi s we expect that a domain I,vall is pin ned
aLa constriction , IYhi eh Lhus generates an attractive potenti al
well .
But this simpl e picture does not do .iustice to thc more
sophi sticated aspects of domain wall behaviour, since it
ncg lects the actual sp in structure o r th e two domain wall typcs
(transversc and vo rtex ). Detai led mi cl'Om agncti c simul ations
pred ict for the two wa ll types vcry di ffc rent behav iour at
constri ctions: transversc wa ll s arc predi cted to be attracted
into co nstrictions whereas vo rtex wall s shou ld be repell ed
at th e preci se locati on o r the constri ction but pinned close
by with a dcfnite sense of rotat ion (c lockwise or cou nterclockwise depending on whi ch side orthe co nstriction the wall
is located) 110. 66 1.
In I" gure 14 the potential landscape that a constriction
gencratcs is shown schcmaticall y f(lt· both tran sverse (a)
and vortex (b) wall s. We can obscrve that constricti ons
indced create an attracti ve potential wcll Il)r transverse wall s.
but vortcx wa ll s arc rcpell ed rrom a constri ction 110, 2 1J.
Furthcrill orc. the silllulations predict th at in general thc depth
or the potential well in cl'cases with decreas ing constri ction
width, indi cating that I,va ll s in narrower con striction s are more
strongly pinned .
We now empl oy dircct imaging 01" dOl11ain wa ll s to reveal
the detai ls 01" th eir interaction with constri ction s. In f gurc 15
we l)I'esent hi gh spatia l-rcso lu tion mag nctic inducti on maps of
dOlll ain wa ll s at va rious constricti ons, wh ich were prepared
by salurating the sa mpl c with a I' eld along th e notch pos ition
and th en relaxing th e I' eld to zero. For narrow constri cti ons
(rgurcs 15(a) and (b») transverse wall s can be di scern ed in side
the co nstrictions, whil e lur larger constri ction s (f gure 15(c)(g) ) vo rtex wall s arc located at positi ons adjacent to the
constrictions (on th e len or ri ght hand side depending on
sli ght geometrical asy mll1 etries in th e notch with respect to th e
appli ed reid direction) and thi s behav iour was also observed
by McG routher et at [78]. We can now directly correlate
th e sen sc of rotati on with the position with respect to the

Figure 15. Hi gh spatial -rcsolu tion electron holograp hy imag.:s or
sec tions of 27 nm thick. 200 nm wire structures with dilTerent
constri ction widths: (a) 35 nm , (b) 60 nm, (c) 100 nm , (d) 110 nm ,
(e) 140 nm , (I) 160 nm, and (g) 140 nm . The walls in constri cti ons
(a) ancJ (b) arc transve rse wa ll s, (c) and (c) ex hib it vortex
head-to- head walls to th e left and (d) and (f) vortex head-to-head
walls to the ri ght oCthe constri ction ; (el and (g) show th e same
constr icti on with (el a head-tn- head and (g) a lail -tn-tail vo rtex wa ll.
The magneti zat ion direc tions are indicatcd in (b). (e), (t) , and (g) by
white arrows . Areas where slray fi e d occurs arc denoted with black
arrows in (e), (I) and (g) . The colour code indi cating th e
magneti zation di rection is also shown. Reproduced with permiss ion
I'i 'om 1101. Copyri ght 2005 , Amer ica n Institute of Phys ics .

notch. We see th at the vo rtex head-to-head wa ll s to thc
left of" the con striction have a counter-clockw ise sense o f
rotation (f gures 15(c) and (e)), whil e the wall s to the right
or th e notch have a clockwise sense or rotation (fgures 15(d)
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5.1 . Characterization of a pinning site- potential well depth
and width

r
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To characteri ze a potential well , the width , the depth nnd the
well cur va ture (see f gure 14) have to be asce rtain ed .
The depth colTesponds to th e pinning strength and in order
to probe thi s. we have measured the ex ternal magnetic f elds
necessary to depin a domain wa ll 1'1'0111 the constriction as
a fun ction o f the constriction w idth (f g ure 16) [ 10]. The
depinning fe ld o f th e narrowest constrictio ns (335 Oe) is about
six tim es th e f eld necded to move a wall in a rin g without
a constri ction (60 Oe), where th e dep innin g f eld is governed
by materi nl im perfection s and the edge roughness. Thcrel'ore
th e geo metri ca lly- in duced pinning is by I'a r stron ger than th e
pinning due to natural imperrecti ons, which means th at the
pinning strcngt h can be tailored over a wide runge o l' va lucs by
adj usting the notch geometry. Co mpari so n to 1l1i cI'Omagnetic
simul atio ns and quantitati ve calculations of the depth or thc
potcntial wc ll shows good agree111 ent (f gure 16). Simil ar
resul ts 1'0 1' th e depinning I' elds have also been obta in ed by other
groups [88].
The width (the spatial extent) o r a potenti al well was
measl11'ed in f2 J]. and was I'o un d to ex tend far beyo nd th e
phys ical size or th e notch due to th e I'nite size o r th e domain
wall . T'o va ry th e width o rthe potenti al well , the shapc o l'th e
constriction eun be vari ed, i.e. the notch can be made narrowcr
or wider.

M

0

l
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c
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'0
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'1

~
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0 c
W

200

Constriction Width [nm)
Figure J(i. Experimental depi nning fie d (left ordi nate) ve rsus
constriction widt h in 200 nm wide Permall oy ring structures wi th
triangular constrictions and a fi nl thickness 01' 34 nm (black
squares); numeri cal simul ations (green lip triangles). The calcul ated
energy densilYditlen:nces show the same trend (red disks. ri ght
ordi nate). Rep roduced with permission from 110 1. Copyrighl 2005 .
Al11erican Institute of Physics.

and (I)). When the reid is reversed to create tai l-to-tail wall s.
the vmtcx wall sensc o f' rotation is rcversed. Thi s can bc
seen by w mparing th e vortex wa ll s to the len of th e notch
in fg urcs IS(e) and (g), v" hi eh show the same notch after
app ly ing opposite relds. The head-to-head domain wa ll in
(e) has a eounter-c luckw ise sense or rotation. whil c th c tail to-tai l wa ll in (g) has a clockw ise sense of' rotati on. Thi s is a
un iversal behaviour, whi ch we obscrved 1'01' all vortex wa lls
at constrictions for all f lm thickn esses. To un ders tand thi s
behnviour. lVe have to tnke into nccou nt the tact th nt n vortex
wall has two areas where a stray r eid occurs. [n r gure 15,
the positi ons at whi ch th e stmy r cld en ters (fg ures IS(e)
and (I)) or leaves (li gur IS(g) ) th e vortex wall arc marked
by two blne k arrows. In order to minimi ze the stmy r eid
associated with the vortex wall , the lower or the two stray
li e d arcas is always located in side the notch, whi ch determincs
th c scnse o f' rotation of the vo rtex wall. As a result the
wa ll is actuall y pinncd in th c locati on dirccll y ad jacc nt to thc
notch (cven though it is repell ed from the constri ction) . Th is
behav iour explain s th e ract that a signif eant dep inning I' cld is
necessary to displ ace the vortex wa ll s as well as th e transverse
wa ll s 110, 66 1.

5.2. Potential well curvature probed by domain wall
oscillations
Fin ally to I'ully characterize the pinning potenti al, th e curvature
has to be determ in ed in addition to th e width and th e depth.
Fo r static measurements, th e curvatu re docs not play a crucial
role, but i fthe quasi-parti cle dOlllnin wall is exc ited , one co ul d
ex pect th at it carri es out an oscill atory motion in th e potentia l
well analogous to a (harmoni c) osc ill ato r. To study these
dynamics, a structure with constri ctions is lubri cated . /\n SEM
im age o r a 25 nm thi ck and 200 nm wide Perm all oy ring
structurc wi th 2 tLm di ameter and 10- 30 n111 wide notchcs wi th
electri ca l contac ts, whi ch was lab ri catcd as desc ri bed in [89],
is shown in f gure 17(a).

Figure 17. (a) SEM im age of'lhc dev ice with numbered contacts. Micromagneti c simul ation ofa transverse wall inside the constrictio n (b)
and ora vortex wa ll adj ace nt to the constriclion (c) . (d) Micromagne tic simul ation of the free vo rtex \·vall. The two stars indicate the
to(lological edge defects and the resonantl1lode corresponds lo the vo rtex core 11l0vi ng along the linc connecting the two stars. The co lour
circle indicates the direction orthe 111 ag neti zation . Reproduced with permiss ion f'r 01111 94j. Copy ri ght 20 07 by the American Physical Soc iety.
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Figul'c 18, (a) Depinning fie d (blue squares, blue line) of the transverse wall located inside the constriction as a function of frequency. A dip
at 1.3 GHz is observed. The inset shows the full frequency spectrum scanned. The red line is the DC response, with a feature at the same
frequency. (b) Depinning fie d (blue squares) for a vortex wall pinned adjacent to the constriction with a dip at around 800 MHz. The blue line
is a Lorentzian ft to the depinning data. For the vortex wall the DC response (red line) exhibits, in addition to the dip, a dispersion-like signal
due to the change in phase at the resonance tl'cqucncy. Reproduced with permission from [94]. Copyright 2007 by the American Physical
Society.

of 900 MHz is predicted. Experimentally a dip in the
depinning feld is observed at around 800 MHz (fgure 18(b),
blue squares), so that the simple theoretical model yields a
surprisingly good agreement, even though it is calculated for
zero f eld. Micromagnetic simulations corroborate this picture,
and they reveal a combination of the linear motion predicted
by Tchernyshyov and the circular motion expected in a disc,
resulting in an ellipsoidal motion with the long axis along
the diagonal connecting the two edge defects. from which it
is clear why no perfect agreement to the disc model can be
expected. It is important to note that the eigenmode that leads
to a reduction of the depinning reid is not a translational mode
of the entire domain wall (as claimed for an unpinned wall
in [93]) but the oscillation ofthe vortex core described above.
As the depinning f eld under microwave excitation is not
zcro for the microwave power level chosen, the resonance
frequency obtained by this method corresponds to the domain
wall resonance frequency at the depinning f eld. Tn order
to determine the resonance frequencies independently and at
variable f elds. a homodyne detection scheme based on a DC
signal was developed as described in [(4) and similar schemes
v,;ere presented by Moriya et at [95] and Yamaguchi et al
[96], We plot the DC response for the vortex wall pinned at
the constriction in fgure 18(b) (red line), For the vortex wall
(fgure 18(b») we see a dispersion-like signal with a change in
the sign exactly at the resonance frequency. which allows us to
determine the resonance fl-om the DC signal. For the transverse
wall the expected signal is much weaker since the oscillation
has a smaller amplitude. as visible from the smaller change in
the depinning f eld compared to the vortex wall. and this is also
ref ected in the smaller DC signal (f gure 18(a) (red line)).

Tn f gures 17(b)-( d) results of micromagnetic simulations
of thc 'NaIl types that we investigated are shown: (b) spin
structures for a transverse wall inside the constriction; (c) a
vortex wall pinned adjacent to the constriction; (d) a tl'ee vortex
wall. To measure the resonance. the walls are excited with
microwaves of varying frequency and then the depinning I' eld
is measured. On resonance we expect a dip in the dcpinning
f eld. as the f eld necessary to Ii 11 the oscillating quasi-particle
domain wall out ofthe potential well is rcduced.
We frst measure the depinning of a transverse wall
(fgure 17(b)) by positioning the wall with a feld along the
notch direction (35 0 • between contacts 3 and 4) as detailed
in [2 I] and then applying a perpendicular l' eld along 305 0 ,
Tn l' gure 18(a) (blue squares) we see that the depinning f eld
off-resonance is 53,7 mT and exhibits a dip to 51.5 mT at
a resonance jJ'equency of about 1.3 GHz. Ti.) determine the
nature of this eigenmode, micromagnetic simulations were
carried out and a resonant eigenmode at a frequency of 1.2 Gf-fz
was obtained. The eigenmode consists of the \-"hole wall
moving in the constriction, so that here the analogy with a
quasi-particle holds very well.
Next we consider a pinned vortex wall (1' gure 17(c)).
From topological considerations the simplest sotl eigenmode
of the vortex wall is the motion of the vortex core along
the diagonal connecting the two topological edge defects
(indicated in l' gure 17(c). Qualitatively this eigenmode
was predicted to occur for vortex walls hy Tchernyshyov
et at [9(). 91]. This corresponds to a frst approximation
of the vortex core motion in a disc. which has been widely
studied. Guslienko et at determined thetl'equency of the
vOIiex core oscillatory eigenmode analytically for a disc [92],
and taking the wire width as the disc diameter a fl'Cquency
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Figure 19. (a) The frequency dependence of the resonance for the frec vortex wall on the strength of an applied f e1d exhibits a linear increase
as theoretically predicted. The green line results from a linear fi. (b) Dependence of the dcpinning fic d of the free vortex wall on the injected
current density (power) for current injection on-resonance (480 MHz, red squares) and off-resonance (850 MHz, blue discs). The reduction
for the off-resonant case can be attributed to heating. A threshold power of -7 dBm is visible, which points to a strongly non-linear oscillator.
Thc inset shows the dcpinning spectrum corresponding to a power level of -5 dBm. Reproduced with permission from [94]. Copyright 2007
by the American Physical Society.

The DC detection method novv allows us to also study the
l' cld dependence oUhc vortex core oscillation frequency. For
this measurement wc use a fl'ee vortex wall sincc the vortex
core motion eigenmode is expected to be present also in a free
vortex wall, where the infuence of the notch is eliminated
(fgure 17(d)). Here the fnite wall propagation feld is due
to pinning at defects such as the edge roughness. The wall
resonance occurs at a lower frequency of 480 MHz. This
lo\ver fl'equency compared to the pinned vortex core can be
understood in terms of the larger effective width of the wire,
which is 200 nm wide. whereas in the pinned case the average
width is reduced due to the constriction on one side ofthe wall.
In fgure I 9(a) the tJ'equency ofthe DC signal (free vortex)
is plotted for dilferent external l' clds. A weak increase of the
tJ'equency with increasing feld is visible, which is in line \vith
theoretical prcdictions [9g]. For applied felds above 7 mT the
domain wall is drawn out of the area between the contacts and
no DC signal is measured. Whether the resonance frequency
incrcascs or decreases with increasing l' cld depends sensitively
on the details of the potential well and the reid direction and
we have also observed that after an initial increase of the
frcqucncy at small f elds, the II-equency then decreases for
larger l' clds.
To determine the power necessary to excite the walL we
plot in f gure I 9( b) the dependence of the depinning f elds
as a function of the injected power for on and ofT·resonance
frequencies. For low injectcd currents there is virtually no
change in the depinning f cld between the different frequencies.
Above a threshold power of -7 dBm, the depinning l' eld starts
to be strongly reduced for the resonant case, whereas the nonresonant current only weakly infuences the depinning f eld duc
to heating. This pronounced non-linear behaviour points to a
strongly non-harmonic potential.

Now that \ye haye established the non-linear behaviour
of the domain wall oscillation potential, we would like to
determine directly the deviation of the potential Vex) from
the harmonic oscillator potential. To achieve this, we can
deduce directly the shape of the potential well from the power
dependence of the resonance frequency. For a symmetric
potential well, the period of the oscillation as a function of the
energy E stored in the system with an effective mass m is given
by [99]:
£ dX2
dV

T(E) = 2J2m

1

J

o dV. E - V

(4)

'

Integrating and rearranging the terms yields the integral
equation (5). We can now directly calculate the shape of
the potential by numerically integrating the elliptic integral
cquation (5):
xCV) =

1
2nJ2m

1
U

0

dE

T(E)

jv - E

.

(5)

From the resonance fl'equency as a function of the powcr,
we obtain the oscillation period and, since the cnergy of an
oscillator is proportional to the square of the driving force, also
as a ftll1ction of the energy in the system. So the energy is
proportional to the power applied and the energy dependence
of the oscillation period is presentcd in l' gure 20 (large blue
disks). To determine xCV) through equation (5), a third-order
polynomial interpolation has been ftted to the data (small blue
dots).
Integrating equation (5) over thc interpolated data shown
in l' gure 20 we obtain the shape of the potential of the domain
wall oscillator lor thc fl'ee vortex wall and this is shown in
fgure 21. The absolute width is determined as described
in [21]. The blue dots are calculated from the measured
15
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Figure 21. Domain wall potential Vex). The blue dots are calculated
from the measured oscillator periods and the red line indicates the
parabolic part of the potential well. As expected lhe domain wall
potential fattens far away trom the origin. Reproduced partly with
permission from [J 24].

FigUl'e 20. Period of the domain wall oscillator for different
energies. The large blue dots are the measured values and lhe small
blue dOlS the third-order interpolation used for the numerical
inlegration. Reproduced partly with permission from [J 24].

oscillator periods and the red line indicates the parabolic part
of the potential well. As expected, the domain wall potential
fattens far away from the origin, indicating the non-harmonic
(non-linear) contribution.

Finally the resonant behaviour of a domain wall in a
potential well can be probed not only by injecting an AC
current but also by using short well-timed pulses, with a
distance between pulses that corresponds to the resonance as
shown by Thomas et at [10<)]. This also allows one to describe
the domain wall by a phase in addition to a position [I 10].
In summary, geometrical variations generate a potential
landscape for a domain wall that depends on the details of the
geometrical variation (notch, protrusion, etc) and the wall type.
Using different types of domain walls and constrictions with
different geometries, we can engineer well-defi ed pinning
potentials. which can then act as stable positions for domain
walls in applications.

5.3. Further details of pinning behaviour
While the instructive cases discussed above serve to convey
a general idea of the domain wall pinning mechanisms.
further combinations of wall types and pinning sites have been
studied. The depinning f elds presented so far were applied
perpendicular to the wall position, which yields a minimum
in the depinning feld. If the feld is applied at an angle, the
component of the f eld acting to depin the wall is reduced,
which yields an increase of the total f eld necessary to depin
the wall. Such an angular dependence has been measured in
detail and good agreement with micromagnetic simulations is
found [100]. In particular the minimum in the depinning feld
allows one to deduce the cxact wall position II 00 J.
So far we have looked only at the depinning, i.e. moving
By measuring the f elds
a wall away from the notch.
necessary to move a transverse wall into a notch, Petit et at
found [10 I] that there is a small energy barrier that separates
the f at potential away fi'om the notch and the potential
\vell (as seen in the schematic of the potential landscape in
fgure 14(a)). Furthermore. vv'e have limited ourselves to
studying constrictions due to a single notch pointing upwards
,vith a transverse wall that is also pointing upwards. For a
single notch with a given direction, the transverse wall can be
pointing up or down and the circulation direction of the vortex
wall can be clockwise or counter-clockwise: the potential
landscapes for all these cases were ascertained in [102]. In
addition to the different wall types, one can also vary the
notches by introducing a notch from either side of the structure
or even use multiple notches. The infuence of protrusions
rather than notches has also been investigated [1 () I] and sharp
bends have been used to pin walls [103105]. When walls
are injected It'om an injection pad into a wire, pinning can
occur at the position where the pad meets the wire due to the
abrupt change in the geometry [106, 107] and by choosing the
injection f eld direction carefully. the wall spin structure can be
set [108].

6. Domain wall propagation
So Jar we have looked at static domain walls or domain walls
carrying out small oscillations. The next step is to look at the
dynamics of the wall propagation. Since this is a very active
feld of research with many open questions. we will only give
a bricf overview of thc feld and discuss rather qualitatively
the behaviour of the wall velocity for a I D model system.
For further information and a more quantitative and detailed
discussion for more realistic wall spin structures. the reader is
advised to consult the specialized literature that we refer to.
In general, the magnetization dynamics is governed by the
Landau-Lifshitz Gilbert equation augmented by spin torque
terms with the f rst term accounting for f eld e1Tects, the second
fiJI' damping and the last two terms accounting for eHects of an
injected current [3, I I I]:
Bm(t)

at = -Yom
(u· V)m
'-

-..-

adiabatic

...;

x Heff+ am x

+ (jm
'-

Bm(t)

at

x [(u. V)m]
-''''''

(6)

-'

non -adiabatic

with Heff the c1Tective f eld, Yo the gyromagnetic ratio, a
the damping constant and the ellective velocity u given by
u = ;~':t: j (P is the spin polarization, the electron charge
e, the saturation magnetization M s , the current density j and
the g-tactor) [26]. The non-adiabaticity parameter is in one
theory [27J given by f3 = ()'ex/)'sf)" (ratio of the exchange
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Figure 23. Simulation of the wall velocity as a function of the
injected current density j (for details of the simulation and the units
used. sec r117]). The damping constant llsed is a = 0.02 and three
different values of the non-adiabaticity parameter f3 are used: fJ = 0
(red empty squares), fJ = 0.02 = IX (black discs) and fJ = 0.1
(green diamonds).

Figure 22. Simulation of the wall velocity as a function ortlle
applied f eld for a one-dimensional spin chain (for details of the
simulation and the units used, see [i 17]). The velocity increases
linearly up to a critical feld (Walker feld). Above this reid.
translormations set in, which reduce the velocity. For even higher
fie ds, the velocity increases again as seen in the inset, which is
plotted on a logarithmic reid scale.

of the behaviour of realistic transverse and vortex head-tohead domain ,vall spin structures under applied felds was
carried out recently [I 16]. In general a similar behaviour
was found with an increase in the velocity up to a Walker
f eld. For higher l' elds, depending on the geometry and f eld,
different transformations including vortices and antivortices
were found to occur, which are described in detail in [116].
Theoretically the infuence of roughness on wall propagation
was also investigated and rough wires were ti.)und to suppress
the vortex nucleation [IS].
Experimentally, the l' eld-induced wall motion of head-tohead domain walls was studied by a number of groups. In
GMR structures, wall velocities were determined in [13] and
indirectly by varying the pulse length in [14]. More recently
direct dynamic measurements using optical Kerr eHect were
carried out by Beach et al [11] and MR measurements were
carried out by Hayashi et al [12 J. Their experimental results
agree well with the theoretical predictions and they can even
detect the periodic transfi:mnations that set in above the Walker
breakdown [I 2 J.

length and the spin-fip length) but the theory of the nonadiabaticity is still hotly debated.
The frst two tcrms account fi.x precession and damping,
whereas the third term is the adiabatic spin torque term
due to the injected current.
The fourth term is ollen
called non-adiabatic spin torque term but it contains not only
contributions due to non-adiabatic transport but also due to
spin relaxation [112]. Since we limit ourselves here to a brief
overview, the reader is referred to reviews and more specialized
literature [26, 27, 54, 55, 112--114J ft)!" an in-depth discussion
of the etTects of these terms.

6.1. Field-induced wall motion
When a f eld is applied to a system, a domain wall will
feel a change in the potential, and this can for instance
change the energetically favourable wall position. If the f eld
is sulTciently high to overcome the local pinning, the ,vall
will move to a new equilibrium position. In a smooth wire
with no pinning sites this means that even very small f elds
move the domain walls. The actual f eld-induced propagation
process was studied in an analytical model by Walker and
Schryer [I 15] for 180 0 walls with an easy axis. They found
that walls should move with a velocity v = (y b,. /0'.) • H with
y the gyromagnetic ratio, b,. the wall width and 0'. the damping
eonstant. As the f eld is increased the wall deforms (the details
depending on the wall type) and at a eritieal feld HWalker, the so
ealled Walker breakdown occurs. where the wall spin structure
transforms I IS]. As an example the veloeity of a head-tohead transverse ,;vall in a one-dimensional wire as a function
of the applied f e1d is shown in f gure 22. As theoretieally
expected, the wall velocity scales linearly with the reid up
to the Walker breakdown f eld, where wall transformations
set in. These transtormations then reduce the wall velocity
and only at much higher f elds do the wall velocities start
to increase again. A very thorough theoretical investigation

6.2. Current-induced wall motion
For the current-induced wall propagation, the situation is
depicted in f gure 23 [I 17]. Here, the behaviour depends
on the non-adiabaticity parameter fJ. For the purely adiabatic
case (fJ = 0, red squares) a high critical current density jc is
observed as predicted by Thiaville [26] and Zhang [27] and the
velocity follows a J(P - j;J behaviour [28] and approaches
the eHective velocity u (see equation (6») for large current
densities. If non-adiabatic transport or spin relaxation exist
(fJ of 0), the critical current density is reduced to zero for
an ideal wire and the velocity increases, at frst linearly with
current density. For the case that fJ = ex (black discs) the
velocity increases, always linearly (vclocit)' equals u), and
the wall is not deformed. For fJ of 0 and fJ of 0'. (green
diamonds) the velocity scales as ~ . u up to a peak at the
Walker current density. Above this, wall transformations set

r
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in analogous to the f eld-induced wall motion case and fl.)r high
current densities the veloeity approaches u.
The types of wall transformations occurring fl.)r headto-head transverse and vortex walls have been studied
theoretically in detail [I 1XJ and include vortices and
antivortices depending on the geometry and current densities
used.
Experimentally current-induced wall motion has been
studied by a large number of groups (for an overview see
references in [10, 12, 16-IX, 70, 119-121]).
Dynamic
measurements of the velocity have been carried out by Hayashi
et al for the case of a domain wall, which is dynamically
generated.
Here, high velocities exceeding 100 m S-l
have been reported [121] and combining the currents with
fie ds, the velocity enhancement due to currents has been
measured 1120]. Starting vvith a domain wall at rest, slower
velocities have been observed for pure current-induced wall
motion [16, 17. 122] and fi)r suffciently high current densities
periodic wall transformations have been imaged, which points
to the fact that (3 =I- ex for the Permalloy samples used in these
studies [I X, 12:1J.

Walker breakdown. For the current-induced case. the different
behaviour depending on the non-adiabaticity is presented.
While this overview is envisaged to give the reader an
introduction to the exciting properties of head-to-head domain
walls it is fur fi'om exhaustive and some exciting recent fndings
such as the infuence of walls on spin wave phases [125] are
beyond the scope of the review. In particular the areas off eldand current-induced wall dynamics are still developing at a fl\st
pace so that this review can only provide a rough overview of
the state of the research at this moment.
Nonetheless for the main properties of head-to-head
domain walls a reasonably comprehensive review is attempted
and it is hoped that this review will be Ii.mnd useful as a
frst introduction to this exciting topic and stimulate further
research.
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7. Conclusions
In conclusion. we have presented an overview of the spin
structure of head-to-head domain walls in magnetically soft
l' at elongated nanostructures such as wires. We have extracted
the corresponding room temperature phase diagrams with two
phase boundaries between vortex ,'Valls for thick and wide as
well as ultrathin rings and transverse walls for thin and narrow
rings. For very wide structures, additional more complicated
wall types are found and discussed.
Using temperature-dependent measurements, 'I'Ve have
observed a thermally activated switching from transverse walls
established at room temperature to vortex walls. This gives
direct experimental evidence that transverse and vortex walls
can both constitute local energy minima and are separated by
an energy barrier, which can be overcome thermally.
We have mapped the stray f eld of a domain wall directly
using off-axis electron holography, and we fnd that the feld
strength falls off with a 1/ r-dependence. For interacting
domain walls we observe a transition from a transverse to a
vortex spin structure with increasing edge-to-edge spacing. By
correlating this transition with the measured stray f eld, we are
able to obtain the energy barrier height distribution for vortex
core nucleation in Co samples.
The quasi-particle behaviour of domain walls at geometrical variations. such as constrictions, is discussed in detail.
In particular the potential landscape that constrictions generate for transverse and vortex walls is determined including the
quantitative width and depth of the attractive potential wells.
To determine the well curvature, dynamic resonant wall oscillations are studied and fj'om the power dependence of the
resonance fi-equency the exact shape of the potential well is
extracted.
Large scale domain wall motion due to felds and
currents is briefy reviewed and the velocity versus f eld
(respectively current) diagrams are discussed including the
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